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 D.   Name the part of speech that the words printed in bold belong to. 

 

1.   The train was late. 

2.   They train students to become doctors. 

3.   The fire broke out at night. 

4.   The police fire bullets to scare the thieves. 

5.   This chapter is very important. 

 

F. Read the following passage and write which part of speech the  

     words in  bold belong to. 

      Komal wakes ( ) up very early.Then she goes for a walk ( ) in the  

      park ( ) and later gets ready for school. She, usually , walks ( ) to her  

      school since it ( ) is near her house. In the evening , she ( )  completes  

      the work ( ) given by her teacher, while her mother works ( ) in the  

      kitchen. She is very good ( ) singer and attends her music ( ) classes  

      everyday in the evening. 
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 ANSWER  KEY 

 D.   Name the part of speech that the words printed in bold belong to. 

  

1.   The train was late.                                                Noun 

2.   They train students to become doctors.                Verb 

3.   The fire broke out at night.                                    Noun 

4.   The police fire bullets to scare the thieves.           Verb 

5.   This chapter is very important.                             Noun 

 

F. Read the following passage and write which part of speech the  

     words in  bold belong to. 

      Komal wakes (verb) up very early.Then she goes for a walk (noun )  

      in the park (noun ) and later gets ready for school. She, usually ,  

      walks (verb ) to her school since it (pronoun ) is near her house. In  

      the evening , she (pronoun )  completes  the work (noun ) given by  

      her teacher, while her mother works (verb ) in the kitchen. She is very  

      good (adjective ) singer and attends her music ( adjective ) classes  

      everyday in the evening. 

 


